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 mentary paper ('Do acoustic landmarks
 constrain the coordination of articulatory
 events?', 259-63) offers evidence that acoustic
 landmarks are not the only constraints, showing
 how other aspects, such as syllable position, can
 have an effect.

 The somewhat disparate section labeled 'Pho-
 netic output' treats variation, speech synthesis,
 and Gesture Theory. In the Labovian frame-
 work, MALCAH YAECGER-DR()R ('Phonetic evi-

 dence for sound change in Quebec French',
 267-92) uses the phonetics lab to assess sound
 change in Quebec French vowels. JOHN COLE-
 MAN describes one aspect of the YorkTalk
 speech synthesis system ('Polysyllabic words in
 the YorkTalk synthesis system', 293-324),
 namely, the way it handles lexical processes
 such as flapping. KEITH JOHNSON'S comments
 ('Phonetic arbitrariness and the input problem',

 325-30), although praising the model for its ex-

 plicitness, indicate areas in which it might have

 been theoretically better motivated, raising is-

 sues around the relationship between phonetics

 and phonology. CATHERINE P. BROWMAN ('Lip

 aperture and consonant releases', 331-53) uses

 x-ray data and other evidence to decompose lip

 movement into both a consonantal and vocalic

 component. JOHN KINGSTON ('Change and sta-

 bility in the contrasts conveyed by consonant

 releases', 354-61) suggests that there may be

 other explanations for the open vocal tract than

 representing the gesture for the vowel. 1G.

 TUCKER CHILDS, University of Toronto.]

 Subjects in Japanese and English. By
 YOSH1HISA KITAGAWA. (Outstand-

 ing dissertations in linguistics.) New
 York & London: Garland, 1994. Pp.
 404.

 This University of Massachusetts Amherst

 dissertation dates from 1986 and contains many

 arguments and theoretical suggestions that have

 stimulated much discussion in the literature in

 the intervening years. It is reproduced here in

 its original state, modulo the addition of a few

 footnotes. The central focus of the thesis is one

 of the earliest articulations of the influential VP-

 Internal Subject Hypothesis (ISH) although in
 a somewhat different form than the straightfor-
 ward D-structure-as-theta-structure version ar-

 gued for elsewhere.
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 form is a single word at D-structure, his solution
 to the paradox of their apparent biclausal nature

 is an Excorporation analysis. According to the

 'affix-raising' hypothesis he advances, the indi-

 vidual morphemes raise at LF to adjoin to 1,
 which is reanalyzed as a V to create a VP-shell-

 type structure, expressing the complementation

 effects. On K's analysis, the subject (and indeed

 the object) in Japanese is generated in Spec-IP

 at D-structure. After the reanalysis produced by

 affix-raising, the subject is governed by the verb

 at LF. This is the crucial relation that defines

 K's version of the 1SH. An interesting aspect

 of the affix-raising analysis is that not all such
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 ciprocal/negative morpheme is left behind with

 the verbal root, while the (morphologically
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 that the narrow scope of the stranded morpheme

 cannot be accounted for on a verb-raising ap-

 proach to the affixation process.

 In Ch. 3 ('Deriving subjects', 220-66), K pre-

 sents his analysis of English as an underlyingly

 VOS language, with the subject base-generated

 inside the VP at D-structure (in contrast to Japa-

 nese) and subsequently raising to the specifier

 of IP. At LF, the trace of the raised subject will

 be governed by the verb, and hence satisfies K's

 LF condition on the position of subjects. The

 presence of this trace is argued to account for

 properties of adverbial and modal scope. K ex-
 tends the approach to inversion in Romance lan-

 guages, arguing that the presence of the

 governed trace of the subject inside the VP al-

 lows a natural account of such constructions.
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 is an attempt to develop a theory of binding that
 defines binding domains in terms of case-assign-
 ment-'lexical' case (e.g. English nominative)
 creates a binding domain, while nonlexical case
 (e.g. genitive, Japanese -go) does not. K pre-
 sents an interesting argument against an agree-
 ment-based theory of binding (Agr as
 SUBJECT) using data from Portuguese gerun-
 dive infinitivals, and goes on to discuss binding
 in English and Japanese.

 This thesis contains the seeds of many later
 developments, including a suggestion that the
 role of D-structure should be questioned, as K
 maintains that the crucial relation between a

 verb and its subject is established at LF. Some
 of the hypotheses advanced here are prima facie
 somewhat unusual, but are based on solid em-

 pirical results and have influenced much recent
 research. It certainly makes for an interesting
 and informative read. [HEIDI HARLEY, M.assa-
 chusetts Institute of Technology.]

 A grammar of Berbice Dutch Creole.

 By SILVIA KOUWENBERG. (Mouton

 grammar library 12.) Berlin & New

 York: Mouton de Gruyter, 1994. Pp.

 xviii, 693. Library binding $212.00.

 Berbice Dutch (BD), spoken in the interior of

 Guyana on the Berbice River, is the only uncon-

 troversial Dutch-based Creole language still

 spoken today. It is rapidly dying out, with only

 four or five speakers remaining in early 1993.

 The title of the book is very modest. In addi-

 tion to a comprehensive description of the syn-

 tax, morphology, and phonology of BD, the

 book contains a number of texts and a diction-

 ary. It is structured as follows. The first part is

 an introduction to basic aspects of the grammar

 of BD (Chs. 1-9, 9-305). The second part con-

 tains a discussion of specific constructions like

 serial verb constructions, complement clauses,

 and passivization (Chs. 10-15, 306-480). This

 is followed by a documentary part with oral nar-

 rative texts (481-528) and a discussion of the

 basic vocabulary (529-46). Part 4 is a veritable

 dictionary (547-677), in which Kouwenberg (K)

 lists all items that surfaced during her fieldwork,

 providing information on the source language,

 stress pattern, and grammatical category of

 each word, as well as a gloss, an example, and
 a free translation. References and a somewhat

 short index are included at the end.

 The book is an admirable piece of work. It is
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